APPENDICES
What makes a good friend

Everyone of course want to have a good friend. I believe that you all have many friends in your life, but all of your friends have different position in your mind, there is intimate with you, just so so , and sometime there is person who you dislike, it because every person have different characteristic. Absolutely, we all know that good friend is a friend who don’t make we worse than before, a friend can change someone to be better or worse, it depend on us when we with friends. So we must choose which one is good friend, and which one isn’t good friend for us. Actually, we also have to be a good friend for our friend. We must make our friend comfortable with us and also want to be our friend.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 19.12
How to be a good best friends

I have best friend. Her always there are in moment I need her. In the moment I have problem her always give spirit, like that on the contrary. She is the best friend, funny and attractive, I believe if she is the best friend make me. Her never make I broken heart. I think maybe her have taste like that. Where I go to usually always there are her. I not will to forget kind her.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 23.37
What makes a good son?

A son needs affection from the parents, because son is parent’s responsibility. A son is parent’s image, to make a good son we must give good example for him. Teach him in discipline, if he can be discipline everything will run well. Don’t use bad language when you speak with him, ask him be honest with the parents and don’t do any sneaky stuff. Ask him be confidence in his live, and teach him to be polite with his parent and other people. Ask him to kiss his parents everyday to show his truly care. That’s about what makes a good son should be had by parents.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 21.09
What makes a good best friend?

A best friend are a *possible* reflection of ourselves. Everyone *must* have and *need* a best friend. We *need* friend to listen our problem. *Certainly*, he or she *will* always listen your story. Best friend have a big responsibility, this is she or he *must* be always saved all problem from another people.

Everyone *often* have a best friend. But if we want have a best friend, we *must* be understand about another people. A best friend *will* always inside your self when you fell sad, happy, or gloomy. *Sometime*, we *cannot* different about that’s right or wrong, friend or not friend, just friend or a best friend. We *could possibly* know about it. We *need* believe from your best friend. *Perhaps*, a best friend *will* give (her/him) time to you.

I *believe* that a best friend always miss our if he or she very far with our self. Then, one again, best friend, boy/girl friend, or just friend *might not if* haven’t a believe and love.
Diposkan oleh IAQ di 18.12
To make a good big brother that is the way:
From small giving guidance or direction and in childhood or early learner, not given a spectacle that could affect the development of, for example, the spectacle of a fight scene with her friends or improper spectacle viewed by minors, I think the spectacle will make children become brutal and arrogant. Therefore children are not given a spectacle that will keep your child in the practice arrogant and politeness or good habit to avoid the things that are not in want.

Sometimes the media and friends can play a major factor in development. I think both parents or sister can be a good example for his son or his brother to avoid unwanted things or things that would be brutal and needs a child can imitate good deeds.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 08.00
Basic of friendship should be based on honesty and believe with the other. if one does not have both the friendships that will last a long time and definitely not in vain. Everyone would want to have a true friend. In my opinion, we have to learn how to be a good friend. Namely by being nice. we must respond to our speaker. Like listening to them recount the problems facing our friends and provide solutions that can help him get out of the problem. we probably would have saturated when our friends do not listen to what we're talking about. A good friend could be make our friends feel happy and can share our happy and sad together. I believe that we should be able to be a good friend to our friends. Absolutely if we can do that.

Diposkan oleh IAQ di 05.49
What makes a good boyfriend/girlfriend?

In my opinion, a good boyfriend/girlfriend is a person to love, to pity his couple with love honest from heart of hearts. Certainly, a good boyfriend/girlfriend has to faithful, understanding his couple, and always give a attention. And a good boyfriend/girlfriend is a person who accompany and beside us when we are thick and thin, hard and happy do both. I believe you all know a good boyfriend/girlfriend.

I will shared a ways to be a good boyfriend/girlfriend, there are is:

1. Faithful
   Faithful is necessary. Why? Because in a relationship is must faithful in order to undergo the relationship lasting. And loyalty that is in need.

2. honest
   usually honest is the key to establishing a relationship to keep it running smoothly. In order to build a good relationship.

3. Understanding
   A boyfriend/girlfriend usually require understanding. As well as, when one of them is busy, they don't forgot a person love them. Sometimes when she's angry, the boy must become a person deaden his anger, perhaps better to talk well, laughter and etc. It's just that I can share to you.

Diposkan oleh IA Q di 05.25
G A P

Name : G A P
Nim : 2012-32-077

THE SOLUTION OF HOW BE A BESTFRIEND

May be you can try to always stand by their side in all condition. you must heard everything from their sadness , you can give advice / solution if their have a problem. have many time to go out with your friends, so that make your friendship always happy. 

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 23.54
What make a good boyfriend!

A good boyfriend, if the boy can keep his girl friend. And maybe he should volunteer sacrifice anything. The boyfriend usually looking for a girl which make him enjoyed and certainly happy. And he want his girl love him forever, when he sad and happy his girl always there for him. The girl also want to have a good boyfriend and certainly smart.

The girls usually want her boyfriend invited her for hangout together. Actually, in this era the girls want to have a rich boyfriend although the boys ugly, and probably now, many boy or men become to single. I think if the girl think like this, I'm sure they won't got a real love. But, if they're want to change her think maybe it's won't to happened. So, we should looking for a boyfriend or the girlfriend more smart again. Don't ever regret in the next day.
A Good Best Friend

Certainly we have best friend in our life. If we have a problem usually we will share to our friend. In my opinion a best friend is a person who accompany and beside us when we are sad or happy. Sometimes we think that how become a good best friend. I will share some ways that we can do to be a good best friend.

1. Togetherness

Spend time together is a good way to increase togetherness. Sometimes invite our best friend to hang out with us. Sharing and help each other. I think we need to treat our friend if we have more money. It will be good for our friendship. We can take picture when and where we spend our time with his or her, and we won’t forget every moment.

2. Caring and understanding each other

We must understanding our best friend and Care with his or her condition. If our best friend is sad, we must entertain his or her. Perhaps our friend is angry, we must be patient and don’t be angry too. Get to know their friend, boy or girl friend, and family is necessity. So we won’t be a egoist friend.

3. Building trusting and loyalty

Probably our best friend have some friends who quite close with her or him. Always trust that we are really important to her or him. Let our best friend have social life outside of us. Don’t keep secrets. Tell everything that happen in our life honestly, but you must remember don’t force our best friend and don’t try to lie with our best friend.

Always keep our friendship.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 19.46
A Good Best Friend

good friend? we certainly have a good friend in our lives, good friends are friends who always accompany us in our happy and sad moment, not just a friend as a place to share our good friends are everything. I will share tips on how to be a good friend that?

1. confidence
friends when we told him about his personal life or about the problems being in face it, we should be able to maintain that trust by not told us about you to others who are not interested.

2. togetherness
moment of togetherness is a very fun because we can do anything with our good friend, we can laugh together, watch movies, sing together and many other things we can do together.

3. understand each other
we have to know and understand well our friend, our companion when going down or sad we had to cheer him up, we have to make her smile again.

in this life we always need friends in our time happy and sad, so we have to keep our friendship well. because a friend was to everything.

Diposkan oleh I.A.Q di 19.31
What makes a good son/daughter

I believe that all daughters/sons in the world want to be good children, but I know that isn’t easy because many factors like unstable emotion or may caused by their society.

To be a good children absolutely simple, that’s you obey your parents command, always respect, and don’t have to brash them, but we can do some more action to be more good children like,

1. Speak politely
   Everyone know that’s when we speak with our parents we prohibited to use high intonations because that’s impolite and can make our parents angry,

2. Be patient
   Sometimes we have different comprehension with our parents but we must respect to them, although we have higher education, they certainly have more experience in this live than us, so we must face it patiently and should take lesson from them,

3. Study hard
   We must study hard, because our parents will be proud if we get a good achievement and it should make them happy,

4. Always help our parents
   As good children we ought to help our parents, you don’t have to do a hard thing just do simple things, probably wipe the floor, wash their clothes, or perhaps another simple thing that’s we could do,

5. Spend time together
   When we are getting older probably we are rare to spending time with our parents, usually we are just spending time with our friend, so give a little time for our parents to spend time together with us, because probably they are missing spend time with you,

6. Pray for our parents
   Children need to pray for their parents, because it’s will be very important for our parents afterlife.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 07.41
What Makes a Good Best Friend?

In my opinion every one need a friend or a best friend to complete her/his life. Not deny friend or best friend is very important in our lives, because they can help us in various things. So, what makes a good best friend? The first, that distinguishes a good friend is his/her ability to accept you as you are, without seeking to change you in any way. Second, a good friend must be honest and sincere each other. This is because there is no reason to impress you or others for personal gain or objectives. Third, make a good best friend you must believe each other because the belief is a main thing to be a good best friend. If you don’t believe each other it can cause doubt to believe someone. And then, share with each other like sharing opinions, experiences, knowledge, etc. to improve their confidence and can increase familiarity with each other. Then, a good friend always been supportive in many ways positive, reminding us when we do wrong and will never leave your side. She/he will lend all possible support to you and will see to it that you attain your goals. Next, a good friend must be a good listener and be understanding in friendship. Then, a good friend is always there when we needed him/her when we are happy or sad. And the last, a good friend certainly happy if to see you happy. Sometimes they can gauge when you are happy, sad, excited, shocked or upset. If you are down in the dumps for some reason, your friend will know how to make you happy.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 18.43
What makes a good daughter

Identification the modality:

Maybe like Pursuit Of Happiness movie. I think, like Chris Gardner said to his son “are you happy, because I’m happy, if you are happy and I’m happy that’s good think” as all of your parents want. Surely, isn’t like that? Good daughter in my opinion, so many things to become a good daughter, but more important to the first thing in education, perhaps when you study, you can graduated on time with a good achievement. Certainly, if you graduated with a good achievement your parents will be give you the best smile with the exceeding glad and proud of you. Never forgetting for what must we do at home for our parents. And always saving face of your parents name in society. You have to a good manners and keeping your attitude everywhere. Perhaps, many opinion be better, because everyone knows that the other have a difference opinion to makes a good daughter. So, I believe that you can do it.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 06.52
How to make a Best friend

In my opinion, best friend is everything for me because we always together every moment. I think best friend doesn’t come every happy but best friend come every we feel sad or happy, best friend like as we every have problem best friend always give some solution so that we became powerfull. May be sometime we have different about opinion, behavior and attitude but we can cope with all it. We always together if we another understand each other so we find best friend is very hard better than we find enemy.
Name: Y A
NIM: 2012-32-038

A Good Friend

We are a social person. It means that we cannot live lonely. We need the other people to interact. And it will be better if you have a good friend in your life. In my opinion, a good friend is:

1. Someone who will listen to you and share with you, both in good times and bad. It means that not only he/she who will always there for you, but we also must always there for him/her.

2. Someone who understands you a bit more than you understand yourself. Sometimes, we can’t understand our self. If you have a good friend, he/she will tell you.

3. Someone who you respect and trust, and respect and trusts to you. Trust is an important thing if we have a friendship.

4. Someone who will always support you. If you are down, he/she will not leave you, but he/she will give the spirit to you.

5. Someone who will forgive you if you have a mistake.

6. Someone who will remind you if you get wrong.

That’s a good friend in my opinion. Every people has different think about a good friend.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 21.09
I think, a good best friend is a friend who is always there when sad or happy. She never saw her from a rich or poor. A good best friend should be able to keep her secret, need to establish communication and always silahturahmi. Usually, a good best friend did not want to bother her. She always helps her friends without asking for reward. Sometimes, a friend who we think is good even become enemies within us. Maybe, she just wanted to be a parasite in her life who have believed in her.

Everyone knows, many people are making herself a good best friend to her friend, but she just wants to her drain or exploit her wealth. Possibility it could happen to us, so we should be careful about choosing good best friends as our friend.
Makes A Good Best Friend

in my opinion, in our lives we need to invite others to communicate and interact. We need someone to help us adapt to a friend, certainly we need a good friend in our lives. The first good friend is a friend who can understand us, can understand each other. Second, there is in our time of need and always together when we are happy or sad. Third, can trust each other, if there is no trust in each other then there will be a good friend. And the last to give each other support, in order to be the best, never hurt feelings friends. I believe that we can get or be a good friend if we can understand each other and trust each other, we must can.

Diposkan oleh I A Q di 04.09
A Good Son

A good son is certainly a dream and hope of all parents. But in making a good son, certainly needs a lot of patience and unyielding spirit. A mother will do anything for her son, but mother should also give firmness to her child, so the child is not spoiled. I believe that education from an early age have an impact on a child’s in the future. Father also had an important role, though not often at home, but the children always follow his father. As well as neighbors, can make an impact for children. In my opinion to make a good son is:

1. Do not ever yell at the children, always speaking gently, so the child will melt and not rebel against to the parents.
2. Not always blame the kid in trouble, because the child's parents are the role models. we should introspect ourselves first.
3. Do not ever hit, never lie, give the answer of the question.
4. Do not ever turn his curiosity, but instead give them the satisfaction of an answer, they will be satisfied.
5. Do not ever teach kids something that has not been aged. if they know about something that should not he know, give a positive explanation, according to age.
6. Teach children positive things, to learn, read and play. we can give props to make it interesting.
7. Teach children to always pray, give thanks and sincere. it will give the child a sense of inner calm.

So, I think a good child is a good parents behind them.
What makes a good daughter?

A daughter is one of the members of family. As a daughter we must become a person who useful for the other people, especially in the family. We need some best ways to make a good or useful daughter for our family.

In my opinion, as a daughter we should do everything in the house or we have to do the housework. Firstly, we can cook some foods, clean the house and help our parents. We could do that activity as much as we able to do it. Not only doing the housework but also do another activity to be a good daughter. Likes, we must have a polite good behavior and appearance for our parents surely. We must always obedient to them whenever and wherever. And for the other member of our family we also can give them an affection and sincere attention. Then, we must study hard to reach the best mark and moreover we can get the scholarship in the school or college. So, we will make our parents proud of our effort. If we couldn't do that, we can choose and do the other ways which it's suitable to use for us to be a good daughter.

Diposkan oleh I.A.Q di 09.04
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